1966 mustang under dash wiring diagram

This blog documents the restoration of our Ford Mustang. It has a topped with a cfm carburetor
that is backed by a T-5 transmission and rear gears. It is seaside blue metallic with white TMI
Sportseat pony interior and headrests. I'm in France and I'm trying to restore my mustang
single. Thanks for your help. Monday, April 18, Mustang Wiring Diagrams. Since I pulled the
entire wiring harness out of the car, this will help me make sure I get all the wires back where
they belong. Installing a 3G alternator from an early Ford vehicle will also call for additional
modification to the car's wiring. The below schematic will also prove to be quite useful. Below is
a wiring diagram from a Stangnet. It shows how the old starter was wired and how the new
starter should be wired. The main change is that the main wire from the old starter now
becomes a constant "hot" wire and the additional 12 gauge wire is hooked up to the "switched"
side that the cable was hooked up to. The mini starter has it's own solenoid that acts as a relay.
The constant "hot" cable hooks up to the solenoid and the new switched wire engages the "hot"
cable when the ignition key is bumped over to Start. Posted by LeLu at AM. Unknown February
9, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Mustang Progress.
Search This Blog. LeLus Mustang We are loving the married life. We had our first baby in and
our second in We moved from everything we knew in and started a new life in Vancouver, WA.
View my complete profile. Total Pageviews. Wiring a Fuel Injected 5. The purpose of this page is
to describe the wiring modifications necessary to install a SEFI 5. These are the steps I went
through to run the motor shown to the right. Your install may vary Computer Install: Location of
the computer is critical to determine wire routing. There are several options for location, such
as along the pass kick panel and behind the Glove box. Location will be determined by the
availability of space. This location provided the best clearance. The following photos detail the
installation:. Assembly of bracketry: Bracket was formed up from 18 gage sheet stock using this
PDF File ; graciously designed and passed forward by Jason5. EEC mount was salvage from
wrecking yard. Fasteners from local hardware store:. Locating Computer : The follow photos
depict the location of the bracket installed, and the location of the firewall feed thru hole for the
main EFI loom. This location clears the defroster ducts as well as all existing wiring. It also
leaves space for installation of the various relays and MAP sensor. Check out Jeff Gordon's
version of the same concept. Excellant idea to lower the bracket and use the top to mount
components. These include numerous ready made harnesses on the market. Each of these are
top quality and provide a much simpler method of connecting your wiring. For me, I felt that the
best way to know my car and my system was to touch every wire and understand it's function. I
felt I would have a better chance of troubleshooting if I understood the wiring completely. Also, I
prefer to take the lowest cost but often the most labor intensive route. So, to that end, I chose to
take a factory harness from an Mustang and modify. The photo to the right shows the complete
harness disassembled and rerouted to it's final configuration. This is the way my harness
looked as installed in the car. It should include:. Main loom,. O2 loom a Y shaped cable that
connects the 2 O2 sensors to the main loom ,. Injector loom the small harness that connects the
injectors and sensors to the main loom through the large black and white connectors. I chose to
hide as much of the wiring as possible under the dash and leave only the necessary wiring in
the engine compartment. This meant changing the lengths and routing of essentially every wire.
The EEC system is very sensitive and crimped connections can cause all kinds of problems
down stream. The original harness was completely unwrapped; all coverings and tape were
removed. Each wire was cleaned using a rag and ordinary hand cleaner GoJo. Each wire was
inspected for cracks, frays, nicks, burns, or any other damage. Each connector was inspected
for cracks, burns, dirt, or wear and replaced if needed. Taking the time to fix now will save time
later. Use zip or twist ties to temp route your wires. The Ford Fuel Injection, and Detailed Wiring
Diagrams links shown to the right covered most everything needed in order to understand and
rework the harness. Study these two websites in detail to see how the harness and sensors
work. Page 6 specifically can be used as a guide to harness rework. I copied the wiring table to
a spreadsheet and made a checksheet so I could verify each wire correctly. Use this list of wires
and it's preceeding schematic in conjunction with the pin out shown on the first and second
diagrams on the VeryUseful site to get see the total scope of the affected wires. Also, pay
attention to the Harness Ignition Circuit , as there are wires which are not on the table but must
be run in conjuction with the harness layout. These include the Tach lead, Coil Leads, and 12V
start and run circuits. Lay the harness out on a large work surface so you can route the wires as
needed. Using the table listing of the harness, trace each wire to it's intended location. The 10
pin connector table located at the bottom of Page 6 will aid in tracing wires going into the
injector loom. In several cases you may choose to cut and reroute the wire to place the sensor,
relay, or plug in a different location. In particular, you will be changing the lengths and locations
of connections because much of the loom was routed to the front left side of the engine bay
battery location of a Fox Mustang , and you are relocating to either right side or under dash.

Work through the sensor, injectors, and gage wiring first, leaving the power and ground wires
for last. Using this diagram allows you do establish a power distribution which reduces the
number of power connections to the rest of the vehicle. The 4 relays, along with the MAF and
test port can be relocated under the dash, reducing clutter under the hood. It is not necessary to
disassemble the main 60 pin connector to perform this mod. The connector I had was cracked
so I chose to disassemble and replace. FFI sells all the replacement connectors for this
harness. You'll need to get a VSS from a local autoparts store, and modify your speedo cable ,
or If so, then you'll need to leave your WOT cut out wire switch and hook it up. If not, then you
can remove all associated wiring. Pins 31, 32, and 38 aren't even shown on the FFI diagram. You
most likely won't be running the smog system. The computer will throw error codes for this but
that's ok. Or, you can leave the wires and install resistors in line to trick the computer using
resistors. You'll need to leave all the wiring to the EGR, but fool it into thinking it's hooked up. I
removed my EGR spacer completely and plugged the coolant lines. Then I installed a billet
spacer bought off Ebay. Gives you more space to run your MAF tubing. I did not hook up the
NSS There's a Low Oil wiring that runs along with the O2 harness. This can be removed. In
many cases you will be running new wires. Try to use the original wire to the greatest extent
possible, as it has the proper color coding. If you have to splice in new wires, they must be
marked for future reference. I used adhesive backed lables, marked the EEC connector pin
number, and then covered in clear heat shrink. Mark approximately every 10". Start Only Starter solenoid rear terminal S. Run Only - Stud on back of key switch. Harness in and out
Pinouts. Harness Installation : Carefully feed the harness through the cutout in the firewall. I fed
the harness from under dash outward, as this was the smallest amount of wires to move. The
wires were laid over the motor to determine approximate locations. There were 14 under dash
connections that needed to be fed from scratch or spliced into the main vehicle underdash
harness. These were:. Grounds all to one ground point. This panel is fed directly off the battery
positive. After each wire is connected, the car was started and tested. After the electrical
functions have been verified, the harness lengths were adjusted by routing and cutting out
excess wire lengths. The harness can then be wrapped or covered with harness sheathing, and
stowed as desired. The following photos detail the installation: Assembly of bracketry: Bracket
was formed up from 18 gage sheet stock using this PDF File ; graciously designed and passed
forward by Jason5. Fasteners from local hardware store: Locating Computer : The follow
photos depict the location of the bracket installed, and the location of the firewall feed thru hole
for the main EFI loom. VSS Cable connects the VSS plug of the main loom to the VSS sensor on
the speedometer cable I chose to hide as much of the wiring as possible under the dash and
leave only the necessary wiring in the engine compartment. Glen Buzek. Detailed Wiring
Diagrams Must see. Mustangs and Fords. Correcting a Surging Idle. Mustangs Plus. Painless
Harness Install good ref. Ron Morris. Pete Kvitek's Helpful data. You could be a professional
who intends to search for recommendations or solve existing problems. Or you are a student,
or maybe even you that just wish to know about Wiring Diagram For Ford Mustang. Whatever
you are, we attempt to bring the content that matches just what you are trying to find. You might
originate from an internet search engine, then locate this web site. This subject is a great deal of
people looking on the web, for that reason we gather photos from numerous reputable
resources as well as understand in their field. The outcomes of the aggregation are published
on this internet site. Here are some of the leading drawings we obtain from various sources, we
wish these photos will certainly be useful to you, and also with any luck very pertinent to just
what you desire regarding the Wiring Diagram For Ford Mustang is. This picture we have filtered
from great generate the best image, yet just what do you believe? We want to make an internet
site valuable for lots of people. If the image over is not extremely clear, please click the image
you intend to increase the size of, then you will certainly be taken to an additional web page to
show a more clear as well as bigger photo, you will certainly also be presented details from
gambvar. At the bottom of this site there is likewise a Wiring Diagram For Ford Mustang image
gallery, if the picture over is not nearly enough for you. Tags: wiring diagram for ford mustang
wiring schematic for ford mustang wiring schematic for mustang. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy
Engine. This article will help you to locate the fuse box, seek out blown fuses, identify which
fuse does what, and to replace the blown fuses with new ones with the correct amperage. You
can easily identify a blown fuse with the naked eye. For one, the wire inside the glass casing will
be broken. In case of short circuit, the casing will also show signs of discoloration or burning.
On a or Mustang, you can locate the fuse box on the drivers side, below the dash. You will need
to get your head all the way in there under the steering wheel to be able to get a good look at it.
Now all that remains is to determine which fuse is responsible for which electrical circuits. The
following image will help you with this:. Note that not all of these are used all the time. Make
sure to use the right amperage for each fuse. New fuses can be found online, in most auto

shops and even in radio supply shops. They generally come with a little plastic twist tool which
makes removal and installation of the fuses a lot easier. It has been replaced by AGA 3-amp
fuses, which do come in the correct size the really short, stubby ones. Did this post help you?
Do you have experience with this subject? Share your thoughts or ask a question in the
comments section! Good question, too! The 20 amp fuses SFE20 do exist in the same shorter
than usual 20 amp fuses size as the 14 amp. Interestingly, I read that Ford changed the fuse
rating from 14A to 20A, but forgot to make the location bigger in the fuse box to fit the longer
20A fuse. Hey Howard, Thanks for your reply! Save my name and email in this browser for the
next time I comment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Home About Contact Privacy policy. Hey Pablo! Thanks, glad you liked it! Hey Gordon!
Thanks for your comment! Thank you for the informative Infermation a real help once again
thank you. This website uses cookies. Cookie settings Read More Accept. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Classic industries
offers ford mustang front lamp harnesses ford mustang engine wiring harnesses ford mustang
underdash wiring harnesses ford mustang rear body lamp harnesses ford mustang universal
gauge harnesses ford mustang air. Autorestomod manic mechanic gasoline media 61 views.
Classic industries offers a wide selection of harnesses for your ford mustang. A separate repair
kit is available if your rally pac is high profile wr2. Classic ford mustang cowl vent replacement
how to episode autorestomod duration. We can also convert non tach harnesses to a tach
configuration. A complete underdash wiring harness wr1 is available if a full re wire of your
mustang s rally pac is needed. Autorestomod manic mechanic gasoline media 3 views 27 How
to install hood pins shelby mustang gt episode autorestomod duration. Painless performance
65 66 mustang wiring harness installation video part. Underhood wiring complete curtis
mustang fastback day 30 part 2. We offer refurbishment services for vintage mustang
underdash and related harnesses at attractive prices with a two year no questions asked
guarantee for the non concours hobbyist. Cobra 75 Series Wiring Harness Youtube. Post a
Comment. Newer Post Older Post Home. Search This Blog. Fuse box diagram of nissan rogue
created date. This will not affect the performance of the fuse. Yamaha Warrior Wiring Schematic.
Service manual pages. Owner s manual pages. Logitech Speaker Wiring Diagram Schematics.
Usb speakers connect to computers laptops and gaming consoles with a usb a port. Wiring
diagrams it is important to match the speaker load Dewalt 12 Volt Battery Wiring Diagram.
Dewalt 12 volt to 20 volt lithium ion battery charger dcb the black and decker 20v usb pack
wiring diagram. Dewalt dc parts list and Subwoofer Wiring Diagram 8 Ohm. Takeuchi Ignition
Wiring Diagram. Takeuchi compact excavator tb tb tb factory service shop manual. On this page
you can read or download takeuchi tb wiring diagr Wiring Diagram For Motorized Bicycle. Some
have the wires drawn with the appropriate color. It reveals the elements of the circuit as
streamlined shapes as well as the power and Eton Viper Wiring Diagram Cdi. On the stator the
ohm reading between the red wire with white stripe could also be white wire with red stripe and
the black wire with white JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Shop by your vehicle
Close. They are designed for a specific year, make, and model configuration. The best aspect of
the disconnect system is that any gauge cluster package can be easily and neatly wired in. Rear
body wiring includes backup light lead and ground wires, stop and tail light lead wires with
proper molded light socket connections, third brake light wire and the correct license plate lead
connection for use with your stock tag lamp. Fuel tank sender wire and sending unit extension
are included. Wire length and connection accommodate original floor mount dimmer switch
location. A heavy gauge alternator feed wire is provided for a typical 1 wire high-powered
installation. All headlight, park light, fog light, and directional light leads are provided, as well as
a switched trigger wire for electric fan relay usually recommended with AC. The â€” Mustang
Classic Update Kit is part number Click here to buy it now! I have a mustang coupe and i need
to change the lock cylinder in the ignition because i lost the key too it how can i? The ignition

switch is unfused and has no internal circuit breaker. Ford prides itself on engineering vehicles
that are of high quality and fuel efficient in order to exceed their loyal the switch isn't really for a
as the wires are not the correct length and the plug connection is different than the ones used
in Because ford changed thesteering column's design for I am going to install relays for the
headlights painless wiring a forum community dedicated to ford mustang owners and
enthusiasts. Mustang wiring, fuel injection, and eec information, use the information at your
own risk. Come join the discussion about. Mustang diagrams including the fuse box and wiring
schematics for the following year ford mustangs: They come with installation instructions and.
The wiring set up leaves a lot to be desired in my opinion. Ignition switch actuator pin repair
installation video. Anyone got a wiring diagram for an 03 cobra? Mustang electrical and vacuum
diagrams. It can also improve the performance of the radio and lights, in some cases. This is a
very simple system with a high degree of reliability, even when subjected to the horrible abuse
and neglect some people inflict on these cars. Remove the nut and the accessory wire from the
back of the switch. Ford mustang replacement ignition switch information. Find great deals on
ebay for mustang ignition switch. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes,
and the capability and signal friends amid the devices. The to column center shows how
multiple electrical connectors replace the individual wires while a protective sheath replaces the
tape. Your switch is missing some wires and depending on which wires you have on it, it may
short to ground. This vehicle is a diesel and does not have a wiring diagram for the ignition
circuits as being a diesel it does not have spark ignition. They come with installation
instructions and. I'm going to wire in a race style when my son turned in his gt mustang, i got
rid of all of the wiring anyone know where i can get an ignition switch diagram for 88 mustang 5.
Mustang diagrams including the fuse box and wiring schematics for the following year ford
mustangs: I am going to install relays for the headlights painless wiring a forum community
dedicated to ford mustang owners and enthusiasts. Japanese kyocera epoxy resin and sanken
ignition module, elektrisola enamelled copper wire. If you want to upgrade the ignition system
of your automobile, you've come to the right place. Mustang diagrams including the fuse box
and wiring schematics for the following year ford
2007 chevy tahoe
hopkins 6 24 volts wiring diagram
x files 1994
mustangs: Remove the nut and the accessory wire from the back of the switch. Here is what
your ignition system looks like without that pesky mustang wrapped around it, along with the
wiring diagram. The ford mustang debuted for the model year. I think the ignition switch has
something wrong for the previous owner to have it wired this way. Instrument cluster
connections, wiper switch, headlamp switch, ignition switch and lighter. Right on this digital
page you will find a variety of ford mustang performance ignition systems supplied by
experienced companies only. This helps ensurethere is a good ground for the ignition, gauges,
and switches. A good lock smith can make a new key or you can buy a new ignition switch with
keys fairly cheap from any classic mustang vendor. By Wallpaper February 20, Newer Older.
Related Posts There is no other posts in this category. Search This Blog. Archive February
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